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How to create a consortium?

What are the goals?

| Funder Priorities | Institutional priorities |

Why are we choosing these partners?

| Structure | Expertise | Prestige | Friendship |

How we’ll work together?

| Consortium, a new institution | Individual work of the partners |
How to manage a consortium?

BEFORE I MAKE MY DECISION, I'D LIKE TO ASK FOR YOUR OPINIONS.

IT'S SUPPOSED TO MAKE YOU FEEL "ENGAGED."

AND YOU ACTUALLY PLAN TO LISTEN TO US?

I'M HOPING IT WILL LOOK THAT WAY ON THE OUTSIDE.
How to manage a consortium? FOLM Challenges

- Cultural differences
- Languages differences
- Management
- Load of work
- Decisions chain
How to manage critical situations?

- Adaptability
- Sacrifice
- Empathy
Thank you!

If you want to get in touch:

jgimeno@ciedu.eu
PACKAGE II: INCREASE INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS AT EU LEVEL

Facilitating contacts between LIT and the European institutions which best respond to your interests.

Implement model 10 - 6 - 3: in order to exchange students, cooperate academically, share knowledge.

Promote LIT as an example of superior technical education in rural areas and teach its good practices among the members of the New Education Forum.

Teach good practices directly related to the LIT theme coming from the CIE environment.
PACKAGE III: EUROPEAN VET OFFER FOR LABOUR MARKET

What?
Facilitate institutional relations with employers’ institutions, companies, confederations and business associations. Analyse and create a VET offer at the EU level with the aim of supplying European Labour Market with qualified employees in sectors indicated by LIT.

Why?
CIE will deliver direct answers on needs from key representatives of the employers. Based on that LIT may evaluate the competitiveness of its educational offer at EU level and create dedicated studies ready to satisfy EU employers’ demands.

How many?
Based on LIT priorities CIE will choose 3 sectors to cooperate with in this aspect. CIE will collect needs from the sectorial associations and from Business Europe and preparing a dedicated report. Further, CIE will assist LIT during its improvement process and facilitate LIT’s cooperation with sector’s representatives.

How?
CIE identifies best sectorial representatives, makes the research based on quality interviews and sector’s analysis and prepares a packet of measures suggested for implementation by LIT.
PACKAGE II: INCREASE INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS AT EU LEVEL

- Facilitating contacts between LIT and European employers’ organizations.
- Based on LIT priorities, making a research of employers’ needs in three different sectors.
- Preparing a summary Report containing improving proposal and description of employers’ needs.
- Assist LIT in the improving LIT’s offer through good practices and experiences coming from the New Education Forum network.